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MAYOR’S MESSAGE
by Mayor Dave Phillips
This month I would like to discuss an important
topic of safety to all of us, and that is speeding
through Heber City (as in driving too fast), and
obeying regulatory signs. The speed limit on City
streets (unless posted otherwise) is 25 mph.
Speed limits are determined based on the type of
road (e.g. street, collector, or arterial route) and
safety.
These limits are designed to provide
maximum safety to all of us, while facilitating the
movement of traffic.
Yield signs are located
strategically throughout the City.
When
approaching a cross road that doesn't have a yield
sign, remember what we all learned in driver's
education and that is "yield" to the vehicle on your
right. Stop signs (to state the obvious) mean traffic
must stop. I heard someone once jokingly refer to
stop signs as meaning "Soft Tap On Pedal," but I
can assure you it means coming to a complete
stop.
Heber City's Police Department patrols streets
throughout the City every day and night, but with a
limited staff, they appreciate public feedback on
where speeding is occurring. They have a portable
electronic speed control sign they move from place
to place to help drivers recognize when they are
speeding. With the widening of Center Street,
drivers are being re-routed via detour signs through
neighborhoods and onto other streets. Please be
aware of the speed limit, and pay attention to all
yield and stop signs. Together we can make our
streets safer for everyone.

CEMETERY CLEAN-UP NOTICE
Heber City Cemetery will be conducting a clean-up
beginning Monday, June 7th. The clean-up will last
approximately four days.
We ask that any
decorations that visitors wish to save be removed
before the scheduled clean-up. All decorations left
will be discarded.
This includes all floral
decorations, baskets, shepherd hooks, solar lights,
pin wheels, etc. If you have any questions, please
call the Cemetery at 654-3952.
CENTER STREET ROAD WIDENING
The Center Street road widening work continues to
move forward and is expected to be complete by
mid-July. We understand the disruption this has
been to residents and motorists, and appreciate
your continued cooperation and patience as
construction nears completion. On the east end of
the project, the contractor is scheduled to complete
paving between 750 East and 1300 East on or
before the week of May 24th. This will then be
reopened to traffic while driveway approaches and
landscaping repair are done. On the west side of
the project, between 400 East and Main Street, the
storm drain and water line improvements are
nearing completion. The remaining curb, gutter,
and sidewalk installation in this area are anticipated
to start after the Memorial Day weekend. Please
continue to observe the traffic detours and signage
set up for project safety. Questions or concerns
regarding the project may be referred to JB Gordon
Construction at (435)654-1756 or Heber City at
(435)654-6382.
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